
Update for 10th of May 2020

This is my son's tenth birthday! Happy Birthday, Kyle!!

Getting these simulations to last for any lengthy duration without an error message of: “Matrix is 
singular” is very challenging. Yet, I managed to succeed at a duration of half a second which may 
qualify as a user-friendly parameter for regulating these spikey surges with mechanical switching to 
prevent  frying  the  host-circuit  to  ruinous  oblivion  by  grounding,  or  self-shorting,  various  nodes 
creating  pulsed  surges  which  may be  tolerable  and  still  remain  useful?  I  don't  know...  I'm  not  a 
technician savvy at building anything other than bionic circuits.

Put a set of switches – in each location where there is a 1.1 kilo Ohm resistor – to add another 2.9  
kilo Ohms of resistance to bring the total resistance to 4 kilo Ohms. Plus, add an additional resistor of 4 
kilo Ohms inline with the inductive load, L1. This will make it possible to turn OFF the escalation to  
oblivious overunity. This is why I had to make the transformers and many of the capacitors so large in 
their respective values (of inductances and capacitances), and also reduce the frequency of the sine 
wave generator, input, voltage source so as to slow down the rate of escalation and (somehow) avoid 
simulator error so as to extend the rate of growth to half a second so that mechanical switches could be 
operated to periodically cut-off escalation, and – most importantly – wipe it  out as if it  had never 
happened! This last point is extremely important, because if you don't wipe out the storage of inductant 
and capacitant  charges  on all  coils  and caps,  then your  negligence  will  eventually (and painfully) 
destroy something dear to you. Perhaps, the circuit will catch on fire, or (worse) you'll get electrocuted!















I might as well add another comment about this simulated implementation of using Eric Dollard’s 
analog computer as a power amplifier, and that is: that it sputters when it’s power level transcends a 
certain boundary.  I can’t  remember exactly where,  but it  was somewhere less than what would be 
practical for our use. Let’s say it was micro amps and micro volts or something similar…

Prior to that boundary being reached, the triangular waveforms are uniformly spaced in a periodic 
fashion. But after that boundary condition is crossed and the amplitude continues to rise, it almost acts 
as if it’s trying to suppress the continuing expression of the amplitude of its escalating surge (of power)  
in as much as sputtering spikes - random spikes - jerk out of the circuit to express higher levels of 
unleashing the build up of its power, but in a totally random fashion.

That tells me that it’s being held back (but can’t help itself, but explode with a spike of energy) so 
that the circuit is no longer acting as an oscillator, but instead: is acting as its own impedance.

Now, I’m no electrical engineer. So, I’m not sure how to get around this problem. But, at least I can 
identify it (somewhat), anyway.
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